
To find out more about Lucas Coaters visit www.lucas-ingredients.co.uk, 
or call us free on 0800 138 5837  

EasiCoat
Eight to Eat!Choose from

There are now 8 fantastic flavours in the 
Lucas Easicoat range of Coaters, as we introduce…

Savoury cheese notes are blended with garlic 
and a twist of black pepper, combined with 

visible herbs in this super coater. Versatility is the 
watch word here. In fact, you can pretty much coat 
something to please everyone!

Cheese & Black Pepper 

 1.5 Kg pack size

 No batter required

 Bursting with flavour

 Attractive appearance

 Can be used for different meats

 Lucas spices are sourced 100% from origin

New!



For full details of the Easicoat range, visit www.lucas-ingredients.co.uk, 
or call us free on 0800 138 5837  

Sweet Chilli Coater Mexican Style CoaterKatsu Curry Thai Firecracker 

Smokey BBQ Coater Bombay Coater
Bursting with key notes of 
curry: cumin, garlic, onion. 

Visible red and green pepper 
granules ensure this coater 

looks amazing.

A mouth-watering 
combination of sweet and 

chilli notes: garlic, onion and 
lime. Eye-catching red chilli 
pepper flakes and red pepper 
granules complete the look.

Authentic notes of chilli, 
chipotle, tomato and lime. 

The vision is complete 
with real tortilla chips, 
cracked black pepper, 

red pepper granules and 
rubbed parsley.

Aromatic flavours of cumin, 
ginger, curry, onion, garlic, 
combined with sweet notes 

of coconut, sugar and 
honey give a truly amazing 

flavour. Looks good too!

Bursting with flavours of hot 
chilli, fragrant lemongrass, 

coconut, coriander and 
garlic. Extra visual appeal 

comes from the additions of 
desiccated coconut, red and 
green chilli pieces and herbs.  
Great colour for the counter!

For those customers who love 
barbecue, the rich smoke, 

sweet and savoury notes make 
this Coater the one to choose.  

Garlic & Herb Coater 
This traditional favourite 

combination delicately balanced 
for a full flavour and fantastic 

visual appeal.

Eight varieties, all delicious to eat! Take a look at 
the rest of the range and make your choices.

It’s time to get creative…

Each Lucas Coater is pre-blended with just the right amount of spice, herb 
and texture to create an authentic flavour experience. They look fantastic on 

the counter and can transform even the simplest cuts of meat.


